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ABSTRACT 
Lifelogs offer rich voluminous sources of personal and 
social data for which visualisation is ideally suited to 
providing access, overview, and navigation.  We explore 
through examples of our visualisation work within the 
domain of lifelogging the major axes on which lifelogs 
operate, and therefore, on which their visualisations should 
be contingent.  We also explore the concept of ‘events’ as a 
way to significantly reduce the complexity of the lifelog for 
presentation and make it more human-oriented.  Finally we 
present some guidelines and goals which should be 
considered when designing presentation modes for lifelog 
content 
INTRODUCTION 
Originally envisioned by Bush in 1945 [6], lifelogging or 
the recording of personal life experiences by us using 
digital technology is a concept we are becoming 
increasingly familiar with.  Our music players remember 
the music we listen to frequently, our web activity is stored 
in a browser’s ‘History’ and we capture our important life 
experiences regularly through photos and videos.  Bush’s 
vision, however, would see this life recording taken a great 
deal further and we are now moving towards fulfilling his 
vision of a world where digital memory can supplement the 
shortcomings and fallibility of human memory, and where 
memories, experiences and life content such as diaries, data 
and encyclopedias can be accessed from a digital repository 
with ease and efficiency. Bush has inspired the creation of 
tools like MyLifeBits [15], which enable the logging of our 
desktop computer interaction. Additionally, Microsoft 
Research has built a small wearable prototype device, 
known as the SenseCam (see Fig 1.) designed to passively 
capture life experiences as a series of photographs with 
associated sensor values [14].   
By coupling these recording devices with sensing 
technologies and consequently providing access to rich 
sources of social context data, extremely powerful 
collections are created.  For example, Bluetooth sensors can 
be used to gather social presence information [18] and GPS 
sensors which can provide a geographic location for the 
activities captured within the lifelog [8]. Combining this 
information together in a collection allows a lifelog to 
rapidly gather not only a wealth of information on a 
person's day-to-day activities and experiences, but also the 
social interactions and networks which bind them. The 
power of social context data in lifelogging has been 
highlighted through the Reality Mining Project, which uses 
mobile phone activity information in the exploration a 
person's daily activities [12]. We have similarly examined 
the usefulness of Bluetooth and GPS information [8] in 
retrieval of life memories. 
In this paper we present our work in the visualization of 
lifelog social data, along with our insights. Our experiences 
show that lifelog data should be visualized through a 
limited number of axes and should be aggregated into 
events when presenting to users.  
 
Figure 1 The Microsoft SenseCam. Inset As Worn 
CHALLENGES OF LIFELOGS 
With the SenseCam taking approximately 3000 images per 
day, very quickly large and rich photo collections for a 
user’s activities can be built. The other sources of data 
further add to the richness and utility of such collections.  
The benefits of capturing such life experience content are 
numerous and include: the ability for a user to easily record 
events without having to sacrifice their participation, aiding 
memory and recall; and providing insight into a person’s 
life and activities [14]. While the benefits and applications 
of the SenseCam technology are numerous, it is not without 
its drawbacks.  
Lifelogging records much more data on a daily basis than 
traditional datasets would record over an extended period.  
For example, within just one year of use, passive photo 
 
 
  
capture using the Microsoft SenseCam [14] can easily 
accumulate over a million photographs. This far exceeds 
the expected size of traditional photo collections. The 
combination of and recording of multiple sources of 
contextual information (sensors, desktop activity, mobile 
phone activity, passive photo capture or personal video 
capture) further compounds this as a challenge, resulting in 
a personal collection where it is difficult to gain a point of 
entry, navigate or gain an overview to the data.  
Appropriate presentation of the collections content through 
visualisation therefore becomes extremely important in this 
domain as it provides solutions to overcoming many of 
these challenges. Through novel presentation and 
visualisations specifically designed for the unique 
challenges presented by lifelog collections, we can offer 
more effective means to overview, relate, view and navigate 
our personal digital memories, experiences and the social 
networks which bind them.  
Furthermore, human memory is fallible and unstructured. 
We all to easily forget activities and events we have been 
involved in recently; have difficult in recalling the details 
of, people present at and times for events; and can recall 
events out of sequence temporally. This presents a distinct 
difficulty for users trying to locate or retrieve content of 
relevance to them. We must consider this when designing 
the means in which users browse and access the content 
within such voluminous, ever-growing collections. 
Finally, a large proportion of the data collected will be 
relatively mundane. Often a large portion of our days can 
be spent doing uninteresting things.  However, the lifelog 
will continue to amass information on such activities.  For 
example, the SenseCam will capture images from every 
activity in our day, irrespective of its interestingness. The 
likelihood then is that a large proportion of the multimodal 
collection will be uninteresting even to its owner.  The high 
frequency of capture is particularly problematic during the 
capture of uninteresting events. During uninteresting or 
mundane activities in our day, very little can change in the 
environment around us.  For example, when working on 
writing a report, you will sit in front of the computer for 
perhaps several hours.  The SenseCam will collect an image 
every 40 seconds and the vast majority of these images will 
capture the Screen displaying a Word document. The 
collection then becomes clogged with potentially hundreds 
of extremely visually similar photos. This creates problems 
for the user browsing the archive as they must navigate 
through these large volumes of uninteresting content to get 
to the material of relevance, interest and engagement. 
The sheer volume of data collected, the rate at which a 
collection can grow and the limitations in human memory 
which preventing effective search of the set are significant 
challenges presented by the human digital memory (or 
lifelog) collections. The overwhelming amount of data, 
often highly similar, to be presented to the user must be 
resolved or constrained in some fashion, in order to allow 
quick and effective exploration of the photoset. 
AXES OF A LIFELOG  
While a lifelog data collection can have large volumes of 
data from a range of sources and sensors, there are just 
three main axes on which lifelog information is contingent: 
people; places; and times.  Each sensor reading or device 
recording within a lifelog belongs to one or more of these. 
For example, the SenseCam [14] records an array of 
information about a person’s activities, capturing a rich 
source of information about a wearer's day-to-day and 
social activities. See Table 1 for a full description. 
SenseCam can be augmented with GPS and Bluetooth 
sensing to provide additional sources of context data on the 
location and people co-present with the wearer.   
These axes may also help to disambiguate the constituent 
components of a lifelog e.g. does a temperature belong to a 
person or a location? It is our expectation that by 
considering these axes when designing for lifelogs, more 
appropriate and effective visualisations will be achieved. 
We suggest the lifelog visualisation should seek to 
incorporate as many of the axes as are available (depending 
on the collection all three may not have been captured).  
While often a visualisation will be oriented towards one of 
the axes in particular (i.e. it accesses and presents visual 
information on this axis), it should also seek to offer means 
to filter and manipulate the information via the remaining 
axes. 
Source Description 
Ambient temperature  the temperature of a place that 
a person is in at a given time; 
Passive Infrared indicating presence of a person 
in front of (place) of the wearer 
(person); 
Accelerometer indicating movement of the 
wearer (person) in x,y,z 
directions; 
Photos capturing the view in front of 
the wearer (person) in a given 
location at a given time.  
Table 1 Information recorded by a SenseCam and the axes on 
which they operate.  
EXAMPLE 1: PEOPLE-ORIENTED BLUETOOTH 
Bluetooth is a short-range wireless protocol which provides 
users with a convenient and effective mechanism for 
exchanging information over short distances with other 
enabled devices. It is increasingly included in a wide 
variety of devices from home computers to portable 
laptops, mobile phones, PDAs, key-boards, mice and 
headphones. Today there are over 1 billion Bluetooth 
equipped devices in use and it is expected that this number 
will double by 2009 [4]. As such Bluetooth offers enormous 
potential for ubiquitous networked applications. Bluetooth 
activity information can also be used to record co-present 
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devices, and by implication persons and this has real utility 
in the domain of lifelogging to provide social context to the 
collection [8]. Such social content can be recorded via 
Bluetooth logging with tools such as University of 
Helsinki’s ContextPhone [23].  Furthermore simple 
calculations can be used to infer the relationships and social 
networks between the individuals encountered.   
One such method, and one with we employ, is the concept 
of familiarity for devices within the Bluetooth space.  
popularized by Nicolai [20,21]. He suggests that there are 3 
main types of devices that are encountered: those that are 
well known, regularly encountered and familiar to you; 
those that are somewhat known, encountered at semi-
regular intervals (known as a familiar stranger) and those 
which are infrequently encountered and generally unknown 
(known as strangers.)  His work demonstrated that social 
context could be drawn from general encounters with 
devices.  In [18], we extended Nicolai’s work and examined 
a more robust mechanism for calculating a measure of 
familiarity for an encountered device. Our mechanism 
provides a cumulative score based on a device’s presence 
relative to the others by dividing each day into intervals at 
which presence and duration of presence is examined. 
Below we present a means by which a user can gain a 
detailed understanding and an at–a-glance overview of the 
complex relationships contained within day-to-day 
Bluetooth interactions. The size of the diagram also 
provides an immediate visual cue to the amount of the data 
and the number of devices that it represents. 
 
Figure 2 A Bluetooth Visualisation displaying 10 days data for 
one device. 
In order to understand the potential of these social 
interactions between collocated individuals, we previously 
developed a unique visualization [3] (see Figs 2, 3) which 
leveraged concepts from Wattenburg's Arc diagrams [27] 
and DocuBurst's radial space filling visualisation of 
WordNet lexicons [9] to visualise the complex and rich 
source of data that Bluetooth logging provides. The 
visualization, detailed in [7], operates on the person axis. 
By mapping a Bluetooth device to an individual person we 
can view the social interactions between device owners. 
The Bluetooth lifelog contains a wealth of social context 
data and through this visualisation we can interpret the 
person-person relationships present such as: the familiarity 
of those co-present Bluetooth-enabled devices [18]; 
indications of social networks [7]; and group cohesion [7]. 
Within the inner area of our radial diagram an arc will 
connect an encountered device to another if they have been 
encountered at some point at the same time, i.e. they were 
encountered proximal to one another. The more collocated 
encounters, the stronger the weight of the line and the less 
transparent the arc.  Conversely if a device has only been 
collocated infrequently with another, it will be represented 
as a thin transparent line.  
 
Figure 3 Zoomed segment of the Bluetooth visualisation. 
TOWARDS EVENTS 
While individual items of social data within a lifelog will 
belong to the axes previously described, they also belong to 
higher-level concepts.  One such concept is a spatio-
temporal unit of retrieval we define as an 'event', which 
results from the synthesis of these three axes (see Fig. 5). 
While each individual data element only represents a 
moment in time, an event consists of a series of closely 
temporally related items, which overview a unique 
occurrence or activity carried out by a person within their 
daily life.  The aggregation of lifelog data elements into 
events allows for the collection to be greatly simplified in 
its complexity, and more closely mirrors how human 
memory operates. Tulving [26] indicates that our memories 
are organised as “episodes.” 'Events' therefore are 
fundamental to the way in which we as humans perceive 
our experiences and extremely important to consider within 
the context of a lifelog.  One of the major benefits of 
considering the three axes outlined in this paper is in the 
identification of these events. There is however a 
significant challenge posed in terms of aggregating and 
analysing the data from the range of sources available 
within a lifelog in order to adequately achieve this. 
  
We have been using this concept extensively with the 
SenseCam and by using data analysis techniques we can 
segment temporally continuous elements within the lifelog 
into discrete events [10] with a reasonably high degree of 
accuracy. Using more sophisticated techniques, such as 
concept detection, we could potentially use the elements 
within an event to automatically describe and annotate it. 
Despite the overhead in data analysis, structuring lifelog 
information into events has proven extremely effective and 
we would recommend it as a standard approach to the 
presentation and management of lifelog collections. 
 
Figure 4 Representation of the three axes of a lifelog.  
EXAMPLE 2: EVENT-ORIENTED SENSECAM 
The SenseCam [14] is a small wearable device, that 
passively captures a person’s day-to-day activities as a 
series of photographs. It is typically worn around the neck 
and, so is oriented towards the majority of activities which 
the user is engaged in. It contains a rich source of 
information about a wearer's day-to-day and social 
activities and As such it operates on both the time and 
person axis. Within just one week, over 20,000 images may 
be captured and over a year the lifelog photoset could grow 
to over one million images.  
As mentioned previously, the rate at which a SenseCam 
photo collection can grow presents a significant challenge 
to both browsing and retrieving relevant images compared 
with traditional photo-sets, which typically only contain of 
the order of thousands of images at most. In order to reduce 
the complexity of the collection, we aggregate sets of 
related images into discrete events.  
Our online SenseCam image management system [19] 
provides an automatically-structured visualisation of 
hundreds of thousands of SenseCam photos so that the 
owner can easily browse and search their collection. The 
visualisation affords the user a concise one-page overview 
of a given day’s events (see Fig. 4). A small number of 
significant events for a day are automatically selected and a 
landmark image is presented. The size of the event is 
dependent on its novelty. Events with higher novelty appear 
larger and command more overt visual attention. The 
visualisation uses a packing algorithm similar to [5] to 
automatically compose a compact layout for the photos.  
 
 
Figure 5 The SenseCam visualisation provides rapid cognition 
of a user’s day-to-day activities 
DESIGN GOALS 
Further to the axes we have discussed for the visualisation 
of lifelog content we also now consider some more general 
design goals, which should be born in mind when 
presenting lifelog-based content. These design guidelines 
consider both the strengths and weaknesses of lifelog 
content, clear design goals for a visualisation of the 
photoset were established. 
Simple & Intuitive Interface 
Karvonen [17] defines simplicity as the removal of 
complexity and obstacles to functionality in order to 
provide a perception of ease of use and Nielsen [22] 
suggests that simplicity is core to usability for software. 
Simplicity can be considered no less important in the 
presentation and visualisation of lifelog content. 
Lifelogs may be employed in a range of domains and for a 
range of applications these include: such as tourism  [3,28], 
patient care [2,16], education [1,13] and accessibility within 
business [25]. As such, the potential users for lifelog-based 
presentations range widely across a diverse set of computer 
literacy, skills and experience. Consequently we assert it is 
extremely important that both simplicity and usability are 
major considerations in the design of any visualisation 
within this domain. The users of such a visualisation should 
be able to quickly and easily access, explore and navigate 
their photoset, and the navigation, display and arrangement 
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of the collection’s contents should be intuitive, logical and 
comprehensible - i.e. not require any support, guidance or 
training in order to use.  By emphasising simplicity, the 
potential for the user becoming overwhelmed by the 
interface or volume of the lifelog collection should be 
greatly reduced.  
Manage & Reduce the Large Data Set into 
Comprehensible Units 
As discussed previously, a human digital memory archive is 
extremely voluminous and ever growing. Its volume of data 
presents a huge challenge for both visualisation and 
navigation. Unless constrained, the sheer mass of 
information that a user may need to deal with when 
browsing will most likely overwhelm them, by placing 
severe cognitive overheads on them. We previously 
outlined that in order to deal with this the volume of 
information within the set should be reduced into more 
comprehensible, intelligible chunks by grouping series of 
related images into “events.” While each individual item 
only represents a moment in time, an event would consist of 
a series of closely temporally related items, which overview 
a unique activity. The aggregation of lifelog artifacts into 
events, allows for the collection to be greatly simplified in 
its complexity. Finally, given that not all of the items (and 
consequently events) contained within the archive will be of 
interest to the user, most likely as they capture mundane or 
humdrum activities, the collection can be further reduced, 
by seeking to rank or remove events based on 
interestingness. Achieving this, as in  [11], also serves to 
give prominence to the most relevant, important, and 
interesting events. 
Aid Human Memory 
Human memory is extremely error prone. Schacter et al. 
[24] define the “seven sin’s of memory” as: transience or 
the decreasing ability to access memories that occurred 
some time ago, absent-mindedness or general forgetfulness; 
blocking or the temporary inability to retrieve information 
that we know; misattribution or incorrectly assigning a 
source to a memory; suggestibility or false memories; bias 
or the exertion of an affect on past memories by current 
knowledge and beliefs; persistence or the inability to forget 
unwanted memories.   
A lifelog can definitely help overcome some of but not all 
of these memory issues. It can, for example, help to 
overcome absentmindedness by allowing the review of 
events to locate our missing keys and it can remove bias on 
past memories by providing a permanent unchanging record 
of it. The lifelog can act as an externalised memory store 
and has already proven to be effective in combating the 
“sin’s of memory” [16].  With this in mind, we recommend 
visualisation should intend and be designed to capitalise 
upon the strengths of a lifelog’s data in overcoming 
memory issues and in providing effective cues for the 
recall, remembrance and reminiscence of past experiences 
events.  Furthermore, we advise the careful consideration 
for the task the user will be expected to carry out and how 
both the content and presentation can seek to achieve the 
user’s goal e.g. are they attempting to find specific 
knowledge or to gain an overview of a previous activity? 
Allow for Exploration and Comparison 
While lifelog visualisation should also allow a user to 
quickly explore their collection, it should also allow them to 
compare items within the set. In order to achieve this, the 
relationships between items in the archive should be 
maintained, e.g. temporal or social, and a user should be 
able to visually interpret such aspects in order to allow for 
comparison between items. A common goal of lifelog 
visualisations is to provide an effective visual summary of a 
day that will allow for comparison between its events  and 
across other days, for example as in [19]. In order to 
achieve this, it should provide effective and sensible 
navigation controls, which enable rapid exploration of a 
data set that can contain millions of artifacts across weeks, 
months or potentially years worth of content. 
Enjoyable, rich and engaging but also meaningful!  
It is worth noting that the content being presented through 
visualisation of or interfaces for lifelog content is inherently 
personal.  The artifacts within such a collection are 
collected from the day-to-day activities of a person and in 
effect capture their life experiences digitally. We must bear 
this in mind when designing for such content.  Given the 
highly experiential and affective components of the content, 
we recommend any visualisation of such content should 
attempt to be equally expressive. This may be achieved 
through affective design choices including the choice and 
use of colour, transition or animation.  Furthermore, these 
artifacts have significant to their owner. Visualisation of 
lifelog content should strive to capture and communicate 
this meaning.  In short, the lifelog content, and in particular 
its visual content, such as SenseCam photographs, is 
extremely meaningful to their owner and their review 
should be an enjoyable, engaging experience. 
CONCLUSION 
Lifelogs are collections of social and personal data from a 
given person’s life.  They contain overwhelmingly large 
amounts of data which necessitate the use of appropriate 
visualizations to reduce complexity and offer access to and 
overview of the information. Through our experience 
within the domain of lifelogging, we have identified the 
three major axes on which these visualizations should 
operate, namely; people, places and time (see Fig. 5). We 
suggest that lifelog visualisations should seek to access, 
present, manipulate, and filter information through these 
major axes.  We also suggest that where appropriate the 
visualizations should attempt to aggregate lifelog 
information using these axes into more usable chunks. 
These chunks should take the form of discreet ‘events’ 
which map to one continuous activity within a person’s (or 
persons’) day.  The information presented here can be used 
  
as a basic template or framework to inform the design of 
lifelog visualisations. 
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